
ARDIUM BUSINESS PLANNER

The Ardium Business Planner is a perfect planner anyone who wants to manage their time at work or school more
efficiently! The Planner features a PVC cover.

Will you need to take your planner with you everywhere you go, or can it live on your desk? Your Wedding
DJ will play the songs that you and your guests want to dance to â€” not his own personal favorites. Our
accomplished DJs and Emcees will read your crowd and work off your pre-selected request list to keep the
dance floor packed! Decide how much you want to spend, but consider starting small to test the waters. Rather
than write down these many, many dates in my new paper planner, I decided to keep my monthly digital
calendar and simply use my paper planner as a weekly scheduler. His outgoing and outrageous personality
brings excitement and a unique touch that will make your special occasion memorable. These days, my phone
has taken over most of those tasks, and while apps are convenient and fun to use, there was something
satisfying about checking in with this planner every day. We are not talking about just raw song count, but all
the best music including the hottest remixes and mashups available today. From classy introductions to your
romantic last dance, your hand-selected music is certain to create everlasting memories for you and your
special guests. Before you ditch them completely, keep tabs on the events you track with these apps â€”
birthdays, deadlines, random notes â€” then add them to your paper planner accordingly. We asked for a
partyâ€¦ and we got a party! I put down my phone and went to bed. Our calendars fill up quick! The day of the
wedding could not have gone any smoother and I give Dane all the credit. Now as Weddings, we are able to
reach more soon-to-be brides and offer the same high level of service at an even greater value! You can have it
all in one place, and it can be almost as portable as a phone. All this said, I did find one downside to using a
paper planner. Before you actually buy your planner, think about what you want it to do and how you want to
use it, considering these five functions. For example, I use Google Calendar to keep track of important dates.
Every Friday, I plan my upcoming week, look at my digital monthly calendar, and write down any important
due dates. Find a planner that encourages you to doodle or add stickers or photos to your schedule. Example:
the Panda Planner. Jimmie was the reason every single one of my guests was out on the dance floor all night
long! Consider the material, too. His natural talent to entertain and motivate people creates a
once-in-a-lifetime experience. During the planning, Chris was fantastic to work with. Reeve discovered a
commonly cited perk of using a paper planner: the ability to keep everything in one place, instead of bouncing
from app to app. From the initial meeting, we knew Julio was the right choice for our wedding. The day it is
no longer fun, is the day I will stop. Rather than ordering online, shopping for your planner in-person will give
you a better idea of the paper quality. Many of the planners Ms. Aside from the nostalgia factor, writing by
hand forces you to slow down and approach your planning with more mindfulness. DJ Chuck takes his music
very seriously and his clients are always his top priority. After a couple years earning a reputation in the
private event industry, he was approached by a local club promoter to host his own night. DJ Chris Paul
discovered his love for music and entertainment at a very early age and has established himself as an industry
leader playing packed venues from Boston to South Beach. As portable as it may be, it will never match the
accessibility of your phone, which can make scheduling difficult. It housed my to-do lists, class assignments,
due dates, phone numbers, scribbles â€” you name it. For example, one night as I hopped into bed, my phone
buzzed. Plus, you can also see if it will fit in your purse, laptop bag or backpack. So decide how much space
you want for your writing. Please contact us for more information â€” we look forward to meeting you!


